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ACCELEROMETER DESU2N.

By F. H. NORTON and EDWARD P. V7ARXEFi

Langley !Jemmial Aeronautical Laboratory.

INTRODWTTON.

To carry out the work on accelerometry for the Bureau of (hstrackion and Repair, Navy
Department, the firsb step necessary was to study W previous t-ypes of accelerometers, with
the result that an instrument was deve~oped by the technical staff of the NationaI Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics kt hhe La@ey MemoriaI .Aeromxtical Laboratory for the purpose
of record& more accurately than had beeri done before the accelerations experienced in flight.
The errors due LOacceIeratiions act~u in okher than the required direction and khe emors due to
anggar accelerations were studied and as far as possibIe eliminated. The response of the
irhwrnent to shodcs of short duralion and the damping of the free tibration were znalyzed
ro.athematica~y, as well as the possibility of resonance with the vibration of the pIane or engine.
The results of this work are included in the present report, together with a description of the
actual instrument.

THE PROPERTIES DESIRED IN AN ACC!EZEROMETJIR.

The ideal accelerometer should ha-re a natural period very high compared with that of any
shocks thah ih couId experience. R should have a large enough deflection to be read with an
error of not more thau 0.1 per ceni of the ma.xinmm acceleration, and ih should be so damped
that it will folIow the actual acceleration in the closest manner. It maybe contended tha~
such accuracy is unnecessary, as any given maneuver can not be dupkicat ed within se-reral
per cent, and the engineer does not need Ioads to bekter than-5 per cent. On the other hand,
when i~ is desired to obtain the difference of accekrations in various parts of the airplane in
order to calculate the rotary motions, an accuracy of 0.1 per cent is none too great. The
accelerometer should only record linear accelerations along one axis, and should be unaffected
by any other accelerations. Besides these qualities it shouId have compactness, ruggedness,
and be simpIe to operate, and the record should be clear and strong and easy to reproduce.

PREVIOUS TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS.

A type of accelerometer de-doped by Dr. Zahm’ consists of a number of styIuses held
against stops a short distance abo~e a moving strip of paper, by sprirgm of different tensions, as
shown in figure 1. Each spr~~ is adjusted so that it-s stylus is brought into contact with the
paper whenever the acceleration exceeds a certain amount, so that by having a number of graded
springs a curve of acceleration can be tracedl as shown in figure 2. This type of instrument
will not trace a continuous curve, and it is not practical to have a sufficient number of springs
to trace the smfl and rapid titrations; but, on the other hand, it has no lag, no natural period,
and none of the errors inherent in the free spr~w instrument. This type of instrument is very
valuable for studyirg the maximum wdues of landing shocks, but will notj of course, give a
continuous curve of acceleration against time.

The R. ~. F. accelerometer consists of a semicimula.r quartz fiber, illuminated by a small
inca~descent Iamp. The deflection of this ilIuminat-ed fiber is magged and projected onto a
movirg Nm, as shown in ilgure 3, thus gi@v a curve of acce~eration against time.2 The natural1

~DewIopment of an Airplane Shcck Recorder, b~ A: F. ZMIJQ: Jnl= Franklin Inst., Augast,1919.
* R. and K N-o. 376 of British Advisory Committee for Aaxmemties, %ptemtwr, 191z
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period of the fiber is about one-twentieth second, and the damping is solely by air friction.
This instrument gives a continuous record, but its period and damping are low and the deflec-
tion on the record is small, so that. it can not be read to better than 0.1 g. AIso, w wilI be
shown later, a rather serious error is introduced by components of acceleration acting at other
than normaI to the plane of the fiber. However, the instrument is very compact and simple
to operate, and has been used very successfully to determine the loads on airplanes in flight,
but is unsatisfactory for landing shocks.
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A type of accclcrometc~ 3 designed on the principie of a seismogru.ph IMS km usvd Lo
determine the properties of automobile springs. This instrument (fig. 4) records displacer cuts
so that the curve must be differentiated twice in order to obtain accelerations. This is an
inaccurate and laborious method of obtaining accelerations, and it could obviously not be used
for anything except short periods. The instrument is of value, however, for obtaining the
period and amplitude of smaIl high frequency vibrations.

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics’ accelerometer consists of a fiat canti-
lever spring, the deflection of whose end rotates a small mirror, thus reflecting a beam of light
on to a moving film, as shown diagrammatically in figure 5. A more complete description of
this instrument will be given later in this report.
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DEFLECTIONS AND NATURAL PERIODS OF SPRINGS.

It is obvious that for an accelerometer the greatest deflection ~yith the highest natural
period is desired. Unfortunately the deflection and period of a uniformally loaded flat spring
under static load, are connected by the formula:

D=./l Y’
where D = deflection

T’= time for compIete oscillation
K= a constant varying slightly with the type of spring.

$The JournaI of the Soeiet y of AutoruobiIe Engineers, January, 1920, p. 17.
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This shows that to double the frequency it is rtecessary to quarter the deflection, so that it is
obvious that the 10VWSLfrequency shouId be chosen consistent with accurately following the
highest period accelerations to be encountered.

The worst landing shocks on the JN4H rise from zero to a maximum in 0.23 second, and
on a DH+I in 0.37 second. On seapIanes the landing shocks wiIl be sharper, but wiLI probably
not rise to a ma~imum in less than 0.02 of a second. On land airplanes the deceleration in
Ianding obtioudy can not reach its ma.ximummdue until the shock absorbers are fully extended.
The natural period of the airplane in flight may reach, on light machines, a frequency of 25
vibrations per second, so thah in order to woid resonance ~he natural frequency shouId be well.
above or below this figure. From these figures it seems that a natural frequency of 50 vibrations

per second will be ample except for seaplane landing shocks, -which may require a frequency of
100, but that the natural period of Xl in the R. .4. F. instrument is in some cases too Io-w.

If a frequency of 50 is assumed, the deflection under an acceleration of 1 g. -@l be in the
neighborhood of 0.005 inch-an amount. much too small for direct recording. This motion
may be directly mag@ed as in the R. A. F. instrument; but as the object is magnified in
the same amount as the motion it does not pay to use a large multiplication and therefore
the record is small. In order to magnify this deflection in the N. A. C. A. instrument, a ~ela-
tive~y heavy spr~~ is used: so that the m~~s and friction of the rocking mirror wilI have no
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Ffg. 5. DIAGRAM Of At A. C. A. ACCELER@?EZER

appreciable effect on the. properties of the spring. In this manner the motion of the spring
can be easily multiplied 400 times.

In an instrument used in airpIanes it is desirabIe to use as compact a spring as possible;
that is, the shortest spring for a given deflection. This Ieads to the use of a cantil.e~er type
of spring, the static deflection of which under gravity is determined by the load distribution,
usually a combination of distributed and concentrate ed
of the spring is

and the deflection due a concentrated Ioad at the end is

where

f=gg

f= the stabic deflection.
WI= the total weight of overhanging portion of
W,= concentrated w-eight at the end of spring.
L=free length of spring.
E=moduIus of elasticity of the spring.
1=moment of inertia spring section.

The totaI deflection is then:

loads. The defection due to weight
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The frequency of any canLiIever spring is given by the forrnul%:4

1d
-—

3 EIg.—-
‘=% Z’(T7+*UJ) per second

where W = concentrated load at end of spring.
w = weight of spring per unit Iength.

1= length of spring.
g = acceleration of gravity.
n = the number of vibrations per second.

In the R. A. F. hstrument a semicircular quartz fiber is used as a cantilever spring, the
deflection being given by the formula:’

D. K&

where ~ = radius of the sernicircIe.
.4= radius of fiber section.
1<= material constant.

The period is given by 5 ~= BL2 ~

where T= time of one complete period. A

B =materiaI constant.
If the deflection of the spring under Ig is D,, and the deflection under Xg is D,, then the

unknown quantity X is given by
g,_ lg

D, – Fg
or

X=3.
1

The material of the spring should be chosen to give the Ieast hysteresis and the mosb constant
zero. Fused quartz probably has the nearest to any materiaI the desired qualities, bu~ it is
hard to obtain in large sizes. Spring steel, hardened and tempered, seems to be very s&t.is-
factory, the creep of the zero being negligible. lt is quite evident thtit the spring and the
base on which it is mountiid should have the same coefllcient of expansion when used as on the
N. A, C. A. instrument, otherwise the end of the spring will move rel,aiive to the mirror axle
with varying temperature, thus changing the scale and possibly the zero of the instrument.

RESPONSE OF SPRINGS TO SHOCKS OF VARIOUS D CJRATIONS.

In order to study the motion of an accelerometer spring when acted on by varying forces,
it is necessary to apply the general equation of harmonic motion:

d2y 2EdY z –fshnt
~+ ~;-+py–

the complete solu~ion of which is:

~= j sin 8
~- sin (nt—~) + ae–K~ sin (@+6)

2 1(?’1
where, tan 8= —————p2–@

(1)

a and Eare arbi~rmy constants determined by the initial condiiiions.

p= 2~~, where T’ is the natural period of the spring.

n = ~~ where r is the period of the forcing vibration.

~ is the amplitude of the forced vibration,
K is the damping coefficient.

— ,—_
1.Morley, Strength of Materitls, page 45+, 5 F+@= No. 376 of British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, September, 1917.
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Assuming that

then a Si13 •=~;;:’

y= Owhent=O.
(2)

,

Differentiating,

g=~~ Cos (nt– 3) +a[— Kr=t sin (q+ c) + e–’ti g Cos @+ ~)1 (3)
Awning that

~=0 -ivhen f= o

(4)

~rjsina
2E

eos6— Kasin E+q asine co~ ●=O (5)

as a sin e is known from C2) the VvJue of e and a. can be found, thus determiningg aII the constants

of the equation.
The magnitude of the dynamical force acting on the spring is gi~en by,

F=fsin n t (6)

By substituting values of f in these equations, the motion of the spring can be plotted.
By the use of Fourier’s series the effect of a nonharmonic force can be studied in the same manner;
but as the variations of the acceleration usua~y fONOW she Gwv= ~q closely, it was
thought that nothing of -due would be Iearned by this mefihod.

I 1111 I tttlll
THEEfFECTOFNATURAL PERiOD

ON THE RE-WONSE TO R.4P/D ACCELERATIONS
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THE EFFECT! OF NATL~AL PERIOD ON RESPONSE TO SHOCKS.

In figure 6 is plotted a curve of acting force rising to a maximum ha,rmonicaIIy in 0.025
second. On the same sheet are plotfied the motions of two similar springs, except that one has
a period of one-twentieth second and the other a period of one-sistiefih second. The higher
period spring with SLYtimes the period of Lhe acting force oscillates about the true curve, reach-
ing a mafiw 0.003 second ]ater and 1.8 per cent l@her. The sIower spring, tith a period

of twice the act~~ force, rises very sIowly, reaching a maximum 0.010 second later and 3 per
cent lower. These curws show that a spring with a naturaI period of SLYtimes that of the forced
vibration will give the height of the ma~imum within 2 per cent and its time of occurrence
within 10 per cent. The curve can, howe~er, be corrected so that it should be possibIe to obtain
the true maximum within 0.5 per centi in magnitude and 1 per cent in time. If a spring of
relatively longer period is used the Iag increases, bu~ if proper damping is used the recorded

maximum vdl be ve~ nearly correc~, until the natural period of the spring ~xceeds the period of
the forced tibration.- Whenewr possibIe a natural frequency of at least five times the fre-

quency of the variation of the acceleration should be used.
.

54~q)-~1--32
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THE EFFECT OF DAMPING ON RESPONSE TO SHOCKS.

Ii figure 7 are plotted, first, the same acting force as before rising to a maximum in 0.025
second, and the curves of motion of three springs having a natural period of one-sixtieth second
and damping coeflkient of 5, 50, and 300. ~i~h ~ke Iow,est ~da~npingthe oscillation abOIIt the

true curve is very marked and the matimum reached is 10.3 per cent too high and 0,00:1 second

Th’Ei5ffECTOF DA/+7P//VG
ON THE /7iCSPOALSE TO I?AP/.O ACCELER4T/0/VS
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too Iate. With a damping of 50 the oscillations are less marlied and the maximum is 1.8 per
cent too high. TVit.h fi damping coefficient of 200, the motion starts slowly, but reaches a
maximum of the correct height 0.005 second late. A dwnljing coefficient between 50 and 200
would seem to give the best results. The present. N, A. C. A. instrument has n damping factor
in the neighborhood of 5, and the R. A. 1?. instrument has probably a coefllcient of even lower
maa~itude, so that in the new instruments the damping w-ill be increased at least 10 times
by using more efficient and more powerful magnets or by empIoying a liquid dashpot.

WEEfFECTOFDUt?A T/ONOtc THE /J9PULSE
ON THE RESPONSE TO RAP[D 4CCELFRAT[ONS
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THE EFFECT OF THE DURATION OF THE SHOCK ON THE MOTION OF THE SPRING.

In order to determine the error in recording shocks of various periods} the motion of a
spring of one-si~tieth second natural period and a damping of 50 is plotted when acted upon
by impulses reaching a maximum in 0.008, 0.025, and 0.125 second (fig. 8). The height of
the recorded maximum increases from the true value for slow impulses to higher and higher
pe& as the shock becomes sharper. In order to show this effect more clearly a curve of
error in maximum reading is plotted against ratio of natural to forced vibration (fig. 9).
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RESONANCE WITH MOTOR AND MRFL.A?TW VIBRATIONS.

.%s shown in technical report No. 99, an airplane in the air has a certain fundamental pmiod “
which is independent of the motor tibration. This period would probabIy never exceed-25 or
30 vibrations per second for the structure as a whole. It is quite probable, ho~e~er, that certain
portions of the structure would have a secondary vibration of -
a shorter period. ~“n recording the accelerations on an air-
plane there are realIy two problems: The tit and the only ~~
one tha~ has been dealt with is the acceleration of the center .~*

~ ~ Zuz
of gravity of the compIete machine, due either to air or land- ~$
ing loads, and in this case it is desirable to damp out as corn- ~ 3
pIeteIy as possible the high frequency titrations b~- means -~ $,0 ~
of shock-absorbing supports. Gn the other hand these l@h- ~.!
period vibrations set up locaI stresses in the structure, and & &

/ A

it wouId be of interest to determine their period and am- E ~

plitude for different portions of the machine. For this FI:. 9.--Ratio of ;:;;::~-

purpose the accelerometer must be rigidly attached to the
vibrating part, and, what is rather difficult to accomplish at the present time, the mass of
the instrument must be small compared with the mass of the vibrating part.

To return to the probIem of measuring the SIOWaccekwations, it is evidentIy impossible
to construct a mounting that will absorb the rapid vibrations, and yet hoId the instrument
cImeIy to a given position in respect to the machine, so that a compromise is made, and some

of the high-frequency vibr&tions are nec-
essarily trrmsmitted to the instrument
while a small part of the maximum shock
appLied to the airplane as a whole is ab-
sorbed by the shock absorbing mounting
and so are not recorded.

If there is no damping the errors in the
recorded maxima depend on the ratio of
the natural to the imposed period, and
increase rapidly as the periods approach
each other. The nature of the variation
of these errors is shown in fiagure 10.
With a damped spring (and in ari-yactual
case there is always some damping) the
amplitude would not reach iufiniiy at
resonance. A simple expression cart not
be found for the amplitude in terms of the
damping, but the error due to an approach
to re~onant condi~iom. will be decreased
nearIy proportio~ally as the damping co-

efficient is increased. In order to show the effect clearly a curve of acti~o force and the motion
of the spring are show-n in f@re II. ~ikh a natural period of one-sktieith second, a forced

period of one-thirti~th second, and a damping coeilicient of 50, the maximum recorded is not
in error by more than 1 per cent; so that it may be concIuded that if the natural frequency is
not Iess than twice the forced frequency, no appreciable error will resuht.

t
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ERRORS DiJE TO ACCELERATIONS ACTING AT OTHER THAN NORMAL TO THE PLANE OF THE
SPRING.

Flat spring accelerometers are subject to errors due to. forces acting along the axis of the
spring. .Assurning that the spring is normally str~ight, homogeneous, of constant section, ant]
submitted to an unvarying load, the bending moment due to normal acceleration is:

-KX,HW
.M, =~-

where W = the weight per unit length of spring.
K,= the acceleration, in terms of g, acting normal_ to the plane of the spring
x = the distance from the free end of the spring.

Integrating (8) twice gives the deflection at any point as:

(8)

(9)

where E= modulus of elasticity of the spring.
1 = moment of inertia of the spring section.
1 = free length of the spring.
% = normal deflection under ~K~,measured relatil’e-to the free end of the spring.

The bending moment due to accelerations along the axis of the spring would be zero if thu
spring was in an unreflected position. If the spring is deflected, the moment arm of an clement
of mass at any point with respect to an axis of bending ai any other point is equal to the clifler-
ence between the normal deflections of the two points. The bending moment is, then:

JI, = J:” K, -iv($/,,- y) (72 (10)

where KY= the longitudinal acceleration in terms of g.
.

,Substitut ing in this equation in the values of y and yOfound in (9) —

‘%%WH)
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Dropp~~ the subscript, since r. can have any -due, and integrat~~ twice:

K=KYT’ W XT 41’.r
‘y= 36 i37P (

—._. —
4 35 5 )

Substituting 1 for x in the expressions for y= End yrr it appears that the de flec~ions of the
free end of the spr~~ due to the accelerakiom in the two directions are:

K= ET
yx=~

– 9 K= K, W
“ = 560153 F
fi_ –9 M’1’K, 72 K,?J=

!/, – 70- E I = 70 &=-”l

The ratio & is a constant for any given ~s~ru~enl and is eclua~ tO the static ~efleetion of

the free end of tie spr~o. The rztio of the deflections is, then:

where 80= the static cleffectiorl &
A.=

Since any charge in deflections

Y, 368—— &
~= 35 1 ‘~

perpendicular to the plane of the sprinq gives r~e LO :L--
change in the deflect~on due to forces ac~~~ paraIIeI to that plane, there-is a secondary effect
which modifies y?. If, for exampIe, KY acts to~ard the free end of the sp@-, so thatyY and y=are in
bbe same direction, the increase of y due to the addition of yr will itself produce a further increase,
and the total effect of longitudinal acceleration wilI be greater than that given by the first ap-
proximation written abo~e. If the two deflections are opposed, on the other hand, the actual
value of gy -wiI1be less than that given by the approximate formula. These effects can be
allowed for by substituting yt, the total deflection} for y= in the abore equation, writi~c:

‘ffr ~ly—.- 36 ~=
~-yz+yy ‘–37 [ y

—’~ “,>) o~
~ -K

:u~ 35 1 y——
yx ~+~6 ~OK

–35.1 ‘

In the glass fiber instrument devised and used at the Royal Aircraft Establishment 1 is
1.3 cm. and & ra~mes from 0.05 to 0.0S cm. For an acceleration of lg aIong the axis of the spring

?~ rouId therefore be 0.c15. The accelerometer may be pIaced with the axis of the spring coin-
?JX
tiding either with the X or the 1’ axis of the airpIane. The accelerations aIo~~ the Y axis
certainIy never exceed lg, -whereas the computation of the behavior of a JN2 during a IoopE
shows that the lo~~itudinal deceleration of that machine when pullingg out of a dive may be as
greab as 1.92 g. The eondikions assumed in this problem were unduly severe, and Q may be
taken as the m~~imum accelera~ion along the spr~~ axis to which the accelerometer will be
submitted. In the R. A. E. accelerometer an acceleration of this magnitude would produce an
error of + 5.43 per cent or —4.S9 per cent in the determination of the normal acceleration, or a
maximum error of 0.?3 g for the largest normal acceleration so far recorded. This is consider-
ably greater then the sensitivity of the instrument, and shows that it is not safe to reIy on its
indlcat ions ho within 0.1 g.

In the h?. A. C. A. accelerometer as originakj- designed 1 k 12.7 cm., and 30 is 0.006 cm.
The masimum error due to a longitudinal acceleration of g. under these conditions would be 0.05
per cent, the plus and minus errors beirg pmctieaIIy identicaI. This is 0.002 g for the maximum
normal acceleration. It is evident that in this instrument the errors due to acce~erations at right
~qgjes to the one to be measured ~i~ be smaJJ eno~uh to be neg]eckd with perfect safety.

~Forces in Dive and Limp: BuHetin &rplane Enginwring Department, U. S. A. June, 191S.
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As has already been noted, the assumption of a. uniform distribution of weight akmg the
spring does not accord closely with the facts. If it be assumed, as an alternative, that ~11the
weight is concentm.ted at the free end of the spring, the bending moment clue to the norrn~l
a.ccelcration is:

.11,= – W. K=. x

The defiec~ion due to normal acceleration is found by integrating twice:

Proceeding in the same manner as for a distributed load—

I’he deflection at the free end, due to longitqdin.al acceleration, is:

– W’zi.KJ’
y>ro=

!.

~,1, . ;5.
,Then

The error due to longitudinal acceletzition in this case is therefore about 17 per cenfi greater
than in the case of a uniformIy distributed loading. These cases are the extreme antitheses
of each other and the true value of the error in either the R. A. E. or the N. A. C. A. instrument
will lie somewhere between the two vaIues found, w both these accelerometers have a tendency
to concentrate the active mass near the free end of the springs.

Instruments of the Zahm type, using helical springs, are free from these types of error
due to longitudinal accelerations, except- in so f ar as the friction of the styIus is increased. This
effect certainly can be neglected if the mounting is caretWy made..,1,.

THE ERRORS DUE TO ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS.
-[! :1)?. k.. .

The, effect of ang,ular acceleration appears in two ways. In the first place the spring, no
‘rn~ttkr where it may be placed, is affected by the anguIar acceleration as such. Secondly, if the
origin of coordinates in the spring does not coincide with the center of gravity of Lhe airph~ne
an angular aece~eration about the center of gravity will give a linear acceleration to the spring,

The origik wiIl be taken at the base of the spring as a first assumption, being shifted later
to a more convenient and logically chosen loc%tion. An angular acceleration of K. radians per
second per second, the base of the spring being assumed to remain stationary, imposes upon
every eIement of length d= a load—

x. K.. W.d.z

9

where W is the weight per unit length, The shear at a distance ~ from the base is, integrating
from the free end of the spring to the point in question—

s.=slX. E.. 17.(73_ Ka. w’ P-x’
z (–)9 ––7-=2”
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and the bend~~ moment is—

“--:=’’(:-%”
a—

Ikiegrating twice more—
K. ‘d- –1% * Fx

( )—+”Z+T“ = gEI 4

The deflection at the free end is, then:
~ao=lzi- TV 111’

()
— —

gEI 120
. $A”:xx.x

The direct error arising from angular accelerations is therefore directIy proportional to the
length of the spring, and the R. A. E. instrument, with its very short spring, would seem to
h~ve a marked advantage in this particular. It is, ho~e~er, evident hhat a judicious Iocation
of the origin of coordinates with respect t,o the center of gravity of the airplane mill introduce
Iinear accelerations, resulting from ar@ar accelerations, which wiII counterbalance the. direct
effect of the accelerated rotational motion.

The normal acceleration ~equired to produce a deflection equiwdent to that produced by
the angular acceIerat.ion, L would be of the magnitude-

where EX is espressed in terms of feet per second per second. It is then evident that if the cen-
ter of gratity of the airplane Iies in the plane of the spring, and eleven-fifteenths of its length
from its base there wilI be no deflection of the free end of the spring due to a.nagydaraccelerations,
and the two manners in which the effects of such accekrat.ions appear j~~t canceling each other.
If the weight is concentrated at the tip of the spring, instead of being uniformly distribut-ed
aIong its whole Ienggth, the free end should obviously be at, the center of gratity. Compror&-
ing between the two conditions it may be said that, for the accelerometers now in uN, the loca-
tion of the mounting shouId be such that the center of gratity lies from 75 per cent to S(I per
cenfi of the -way out aIong the spring.

If the center of gravity is not ab the point thus defined there are, as has already been pointed
out, tmo possible sorts of error. The first of these is the error due to angular acceleration when
the center of gravity lies in the axis of the spring. By properly choosing the origin in the spring
the direct effect of angular acceleration can be eliqimted, and the tofial effect can be reduced
to that of a linear acceleration given (in terms of g) by the expr~~idn:

= . lKaXd
x.

9

-where d is the distance from the center of gratity of the airplane to a point in the spring and 75
per cent of its length from the base.

The anaIysis of the “loop problem,” sdready mentioned, showed that, under the conditions
assumed, the anedar acceleration about the Y axis has a maximum value of 10.5 radians per
second per second at the instant when the eIevator was pulkd up, the ana@ar acceleration f Ws to
2.4 radia~~ per second per second in 0.3 second, and that it ne-rer rises abo-re 1.0 radiam per second
per second after 0.9 second untiI the loop is compIeted. The assumption made in this anaIysis,
that the eIevator is pulled up instantaneously, is, of course, much too se-rere, and it is probable
that 6.5 radians per second per second is the Iargest acceleratio~ in pitch that an airplane would
ever ha-i-e to undergo. Experiments on the rolling moment due to the ailerons suggest thai the
acceIeiation about the X a.xi.shas a maximum value, on small and medium sized ai.rphmes, of
about 5 radians per second per second.

If d=, C7y,and d. be the projections on the three axes of the distance from the origiu of
coordinates in the spring to the center of ~awity of the airpIane, it is e~ident that the maximum
error due to acceleration in roLl is 0.15 g -when d~ is 1 foot, and that the similar error arising
from the pitching motion is 0.20 g when d. is 1 foot- Corrections can be made’, using estimated

?

._
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values for the anguhm ~ccelerations, which can be relied upon to reduce these errors by about
60 per cent. In order th~fi the normal accelerations, thus corrected, may be ac.cumte within
0.05 g., the value of ?X must be less than 7; inches and dY must not exceed 10 inches.

Another source of error is the centripetal acceleration due to angular velocity. In the uswil
case, where the accelerations along the Z axis are being measuredl centripetal accelerations
mise whenever there. is any rolling or pitching motion if the acti~-e mass of the instrument is
above or below the center of ~qa~i ty. The acceIer&tion is, of course,

1{==+,

The Ioop ana;ysis showed a maximum anguIar velocity of 1.81 radians per second occuring 0.4
second alter the ~levrttor was puIled up. Since the theoretical time for completing the loop

‘9

was about a third less than actual memurernent S1]OWSto be
L Po/e required, this maximum is about 50 per cent too high, md the/- oreo. true maximum may be taken as 1.2 radians per second,

.$ t< Q~ L

a

Since it is reported that an airplane can be rolled onto its back
in 3 seconds, the maximum rolling velocity must be about 1,5

‘, $ \ w ~,umi”um
radians per seconds. ‘he error when dz is 1 foot would then be

fig. /2. vane. 0.07 g. As in the case of angular accelerations, approximate
EDDY CURRIT/VTS

/ND#%P/7VG 14ANE
corrections can be made, and the error reduced by tit least 50

per cent. To keeIl the corrected va~ue of the normal acceleration
within 0,05 g. of the truth, dz must not exceed 16 inches. This condition is easy to remlizo,
and it will usually be found that the best place for mounting an accelerometer is directly above
or below the center of gravity.

JMECHAMCAI, COIWTR CICTION.

As it is desirable to obtain as large a deflection on the film as possible with a high frequenry,
some device must be used for magnifying the of the end of the spring. In the N. A, C. 4,.,. -
instrument a fairly heavy spring is used, and the motion
of its end is transmitted to a very light staff, mounte(?
in hardened-steel sockets. The staff has a smaIl hori-
zontal platform on which a pointed screw from the
end of the spring rests, and a thin plane mirror is
mounted on the staff and reflects a beam of Iight
through a lens onto a moving film, A watch hair-
spring attached to the staff holds the platform tightly
against the pointed screw, as shown in figure 5. The
moment of inertia of the moving park. are so low that
they do not. appreciably affect the period of the
spring, but they do increase the damping due to pivot

w

i 1
FZm. u

L,

F/g. /3.
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and air friction. The mirror staff sockets are mounted on a steel base, which runs under the
spring and is rigidly fastened to it at its fixed end.

The damping of the spring is accomplished by attaching a light aluminum or copper vane
to the free end of the spring and alIowing it to vibrate between the poles of an electromagnet.
When any conducting plate is moved across the lines of force, as shown in figure 12, a current
is induced in the plate in such a direction that it tends to oppose the motion of the plate. In
order to obtain the maximum damping from a given weight–of magnet the vane must be thick
enough to cmry a heavy current, and it should have ampIe area outside the magnetic field for
the return flow. The air gaps can be reduced to 0.005 inch if the magnet frame is stifi enough
to prevent the poles from drawing together. The damping of the N. A. C. A. instrument is
not nearly high enough, and in the new instruments the damping will be increased at least 10
times by larger magnets and improved design of the vane.

Let
The scale of a~celerations & the film-is not quite
the pointed screw (s) on the end of the spring rest

uniform, as is made clear in figure 13.
on the platform (}), which is assumed
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to be initially horizontal, and the l&ht beam at the same time is horizontal. If the screw (s)
is now deflected a distanced vertically dowrmwrd the an#e of rotation of the stall a is given by—

d~=tan—~ –
a

and the deflection on the film in respect to the deflection at the end of, the spring is:

Where d is the deflection of the spring,

a = the moment arm,
t = ihe distance from the mirror to the film,
w= the deflection on the film,
d= the deflection on the spr~~.

The ratio of proportionality at any point is then

It is therefore desirable, in order that the scale may be as ti’orm as possibIe,

be kept as small as possible without making the record inconveniently small.

Acce/erome#er

f[g. /4.
---&’

&?GT,H05OF IVOU!T/NG ACCi7iL5W[flZTER.

It is quite essential on an accelerometer record to ha-re an accurate time scale, as in man~
cases the duration of an acceleration is quite as important as its ma@tude. There are tKO

methods of accomplishing this-fist, and most- satisfactory, is to run the Hm at constant
speed; and second, to run the film at any speed and impress on the record a Iine or dot at definite
time intervals by means of a clock-controlled Iight or by a tuning fork. This Ixtter method
gives a very accurate time record, b~t it is indireck and awkward to use. Satisfactory methods
are disc~~sed in lT. A. C. A. TechnicaI A’ote No. 22 for dria the film at very nearIy constant
speed, and sufficient synchronization can be obtained between various instruments by connect-
ing alI the lamps to one switch, so that the records are started and stopped simultaneously.

It is desirable to either carry a large amount of film, as in the R. A. F. accelerometer or to
be able to change Iight tight ti drums in the same way as plate holders on a camera. This
latter method is preferable as it separates the records and makes identification simpler, as
described in X. A. C. A. ‘TechnicaI Xote ITo. 22.
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It is quite important that the accelerometer should be mounted in such a way that the small
high-frequency vibrations of the airplane are not--direct] y transmitted to it. The instrument
can be very wel.I insulated from shocks by holding the instrument in the hands, but as this is
rather a makeshift, and as it can not be easily held near the center of gravity of the machine,
a more permanent mounting is desirable. The most satisfactory mounting for an accelerometer
is that shown in figure 14. Several blocks of sponge rubbw about I ~ inches thick arc placed
under and at the back of the instrument and shock-absorber elastics hold it f3.rmIy against
these blocks, thus allowing the instrument to move-only a few millimeters, and yet absorbing
the shocks satisfactoriIy~

OTHER USES OF THE ACCELEROMETER.

Up to the present time the accelerometer has been used only in airplane work, but there arc
many other problems that could be studied to advantage with this type of instrument, Ilrhaps
its most obvious use is in the design of automobile spring suspensions, as the riding comfort- vf
a car can be accurately recorded. A few records of this type have been taken with the N. A.
C. A. instrument, and every oscillation of the car springs can be seen clearly on the record. ‘I’he.
riding qualities of tires could also be studied by mounting the acccleromet.er directly on the axk*
and running over a definite obstacle. The engine ~ibration can be studied in the same way,
and the merits of various types of motors easily compared. A longitudinal accelerometer
would be a convenient method of measuring the pickup and braking power of automobiles, and
a lateral accelerometer would record the side load on the tires when rounding curves.

In the same way the riding qualities and stresses in steam and electric cars could be studied,
particularly as to types of rail joints and switches, and the banking of curves. Another use th~tt
would be more interesting than vaIuable is the study of amusement devices, such as roller
coasters, in order to furnish data for new design and for ad~ertising purposes.

If a high-period accelerometer is fastened rigidly to a machine which is out of balance, such
as a gasoline motor, a curve will be obtained showing the unbalanced component acting normal to
the accelerometer spring. By analyzing this cuve not only the amount of the forces can be ,
measured, but also the components that make up the unbalanced force can be separated and
studied. The NT.A, C. A. accelerometer is so sensitive to slight vibrations that the shock of
hammering or a slamming door in a distant part of the buiIding is distinctly recorded, and the
effect of anyone walking even lightly in the same room is quite evident. By making the instru-
merit much more sensitive, which could easily be donej it might be used for studying buiIding
vibrations due to heavy machinery, such as printing presses, and to detect very slight tremors
in any structure.


